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Specifically designed to improve and simplify the digital evidence collection
process, the XenCollect is a powerful, user friendly, multi-purpose forensic
surveillance and technical intelligence tool.
KEY FEATURES

•

XenCollect allows non-specialist law
enforcement officers to collect computer
forensic evidence quickly and easily in
challenging tactical environments.

•

Portable and user-friendly, the XenCollect
provides a wider technical network surveillance
and intelligence collection utility in real time.

•

Provides secure instant on-site access to live
digital evidence.

•

Increases criminal prosecution success rates by
delivering comprehensive technical evidence of
the highest quality and integrity.

BACKGROUND
The XenCollect is a tactical data forensics tool in the form
of a portable aluminium unibody, easily managed through
a Smartphone, Tablet or Laptop over a dedicated WiFi
connection. It is small, robust and portable, (pocketbook size
130x190x50mm) powered by mains or internal rechargeable
batteries designed specifically for use by law enforcement
and military operators conducting fron end operations in
challenging circumstances.
XenCollect delivers instant on-site access to live digital
forensics evidence, dramatically improving and speeding
up the overall investigative effort and criminal prosecution

sucess rate using next gen technologies. XenCollect
also saves valuable time and resources by enabling nonspecialists to gather digital forensics evidence themselves by
following a simple step-by-step process, thereby alleviating
pressures on computer forensics experts and allowing
planning flexibility when embarking on high risk operations.
The XenCollect also provides a wider surveillance and
operational intelligence collection utility by capturing
the WiFi environment surrounding the target(s) and their
contacts including IP CCTV network devices, units physically
connected to the network and GPS location information.
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OPERATIONAL UTILITY

•
•
•

The XenCollect captures the surrounding WiFi
environment of the target and provides information
on all connected units, including IP CCTV devices,
complementing other network surveillance technologies
(eg IMSI grabbers).
The device automatically and immediately unlocks
password-protected computers (Windows, Mac and Linux)
allowing operators to concentrate on other priorities
during a task.
All data available in RAM is copied to the XenCollect for
analysis.

•
•
•
•

The XenCollect maps out the entire connected network
environment in a user friendly format.
A step-by-step guide to digital evidence gathering for
the users are provided – data collection through the
XenCollect does not require operating staff to be IT
specialists.
The XenCollect provides a rigorous evidence gathering
process that will stand up to court scrutiny.
XenCollect is fully portable. The units’ small size makes it
suitable for carriage on tactical vests and concealed within
clothing.

REPORTING
The XenCollect has four standard reports, and raw data can also be exported in XML format for in-depth analysis using
standard analysis tools.
WiFi Report – This includes all Access Points, client MAC addresses, signal strength, manufacture, time/date stamps and GPS
coordinates of when and where the scan was performed.
Network Report – This includes identification of physical units connected to the network and services running on these units.
Photographs can be inserted for identification and evidential purposes.
RAM Report – This includes information on what has been dumped, including the hash sum of the RAM.
Combined Report – This includes all of the above, and provides a complete time/date stamps together with GPS coordinates.

ADMINISTRATION
Every XenCollect is managed by an administrator. Administration rights include :

•
•
•
•
•
•

Activation of the XenCollect.
Changing the name and password for the dedicated WiFi interface.
Creating and deleting users.
Managing the update process for the XenCollect.
Cleaning the XenCollect of obsolete data.
Initiating customer support requests.
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